MIL-STD-2073-1E
w/CHANGE 1
a.

Desiccant (activated) - The bagged, activated desiccant shall conform to MIL-D3464. Type I shall be used unless Type II or III is specified or required because of
special characteristics of the item. Desiccant shall be in standard unit sized bags.
The desiccant shall be strategically located in the pack so as not to be load bearing.
Optimally, it is to be placed in voids of the item or pack interior. Desiccant shall be
adequately secured to prevent its shifting or movement or placed in specially
designed desiccant baskets affixed to the container interior. Under no
circumstances shall desiccant be permitted to come in direct contact with critical
surfaces of the enclosed item. The desiccant shall not be unnecessarily exposed to
the ambient environment when removed from the sealed desiccant storage
container. Removal of the desiccant and its insertion into the unit pack shall be the
last action prior to final sealing of the bag or container.

b.

Quantity of desiccant - The minimum quantity of desiccant to be used per unit pack
shall be computed in accordance with either Formula I or II as applicable. The
various values of "X" take into consideration the quality and types of dunnage. The
inner container (when applicable) shall be considered in the dunnage calculations.
Formula I - To find units of desiccant for use within a sealed container other than
rigid all metal:
U = CA + X1D + X2D + X3D + X4D
Formula II - To find units of desiccant for use within a sealed rigid metal container:
U = KV + X1D + X2D + X3D + X4D
Symbols used above are defined as follows:
U = The number of units of desiccant to be used.
C = 0.011 when the area of the barrier material is stated in square inches.
C = 1.6 when the area of the barrier material is stated in square feet.
A = Area of container (barrier) stated in square inches or square feet.
K = 0.0007 when volume is stated in cubic inches.
K = 1.2 when volume is stated in cubic feet.
V = Volume within rigid metal container in cubic inches or cubic feet.
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